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The Bear Fire
I cry for the mountains and the legacy lost.
Words by Dave Daley. Photos by Kate Daley.

I

t is almost midnight. We have been counties. My great-great-grandfather started simple in this environment. It is difficult
pushing hard for 18-20 hours every day moving cattle to the high country sometime country, in some ways more suited to sheep
since the Bear Fire tore through our after he arrived in 1852 to the Oroville area because of the browse, but politics and predamountain cattle range on September 8, and looking for gold. The earliest family diary of tors killed the sheep industry years ago. But
there is so much swirling in my head I can’t driving cattle to our range in the mountains the cows love the range and do well. Cool
sleep anyway. The fire destroyed our cattle dates back to 1882. Poor Irish immigrants try- days and nights, no flies, higher elevations
range, our cattle and, even worse, our family ing to scratch a living from the land.
avoiding the hot summers in the valleys. A
legacy. Someone asked my daughter if I had
The range is between the South Fork and great place to summer cattle. They actually
lost our family home. She told them: “No, Middle Fork of the Feather River, the like to go as much as we do!
that would be replaceable. This is not!” I drainage that fills Lake Oroville. It is 80-inch
For those of you who have never seen this
would gladly sleep in my truck for the rest of rainfall country from October to May with land, this isn’t riding a horse into a meadow or
my life to have our mountains back.
deep snow at the high end, and then it goes open ridge where you can see cattle. This is litI am enveloped by overwhelming sadness completely dry. Three major streams/rivers erally “hunting” through a vast forest of deep
and grief, and then anger. I’m angry at every- and hundreds of creeks and springs punctu- canyons, rivers and creeks, and the high ridges
one, and no one. Grieving for things lost that ate the land. My friends from the arid West in between. It is not an easy place to gather or
will never be the same. I wake myself weeping can’t understand why it is hard to gather. even find cattle in even the best conditions.
almost soundlessly. And, it is hard to stop.
“Don’t you just go to the water?” Not that
There are six generations who have loved
I cry for the forest, the trees
that land, and my new grandand streams, and the horrible
daughter, Juni, is the seventh. And
deaths suffered by the wildlife and
I find myself overcome with emoour cattle. The suffering was
tion as I think of the things she will
unimaginable. When you find
never see, but only hear in stories
groups of cows and their baby
told to her by Granddad. We all
calves tumbled in a ravine trying to
love the mountains. They are part
escape, burned almost beyond
of us and we are part of them. All
recognition, you try not to wretch.
destroyed. In one day. I am angry.
You only pray death was swift. A
As a child in the early ’60s, days
fawn and small calf side by side as
“going to the mountains” were the
if hoping to protect one another.
greatest ever for my family. It was
Worse, in searing memory, cows
our playground and our quiet
with their hooves, udders and even
spot. Sure, we worked, but we
legs burned off had to be euthalearned so much about the world,
nized. A doe lying in the ashes with
the trees, birds and flowers. And in
three fawns, not all hers I bet. And
my family sometimes that may
you are glad they can stand and
have included learning the scientifmove, even with a limp, because
ic name or at least the family of the
you really cannot imagine any
plant. There were lessons on
more death today. Euthanasia is
botany, forestry, geology, archaeolnot pleasant, but sometimes it’s the
ogy. We didn’t even know we were
only option. But you don’t want
learning but we imbibed it until it
more suffering. How many horribecame a part of our souls.
ble choices have faced us in the
And then my kids. For them, the
past three days?
mountains were the best! Rolling
We have taken cattle to the
into a little seat behind Grandma
Plumas National Forest since
and Grandpa to “go hunt for
before it was designated such. It is
cows” as we gathered in the fall.
a steep and vast land of predomiHot chocolate from Grandma as
nantly mixed conifers and a few Dave Daley surveys the devastation. “I am enveloped by overwhelming
soon as we got there. On cold,
stringer meadows on the western sadness and grief, and then anger,” he says. “I wake myself weeping
dusty or wet days, it was somealmost soundlessly and it is hard to stop.” OPPOSITE: Blackened hooves
slope of the Sierra Nevada moun- after an agonizing burn. “I would gladly sleep in my truck for the rest of
times discouraging, but they loved
tains straddling Butte and Plumas my life to have our mountains back.”
it and still do. It was their sanctu38 • RANGE MAGAZINE • WINTER 2020-2021
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ary where “no matter what happens, this will better. Thanks to Sheriff Honea, of Camp Fire
always be here.” And now it is gone. It is a and Lake Oroville Dam breech fame, and
death and we are still in shock and not sure sergeants Tavelli and Caulkins who got us
how to move forward. What will my grand- access. All incredible people who get it. Local.
daughter know of the truth and grounding
On our first day, Kyle and I make a fast trip
that comes from nature? Will we gather cows up to reconnoiter. We are unprepared for the
in the mountains while I sing cowboy tunes total destruction of everything we have always
off-key and she sips hot chocolate? I am over- known. Nothing left and active flames on both
come.
sides burning trees and stumps. Shocking.
When the news broke of the fire in our Surreal. We make it to our Fall River corral
cattle range, my son Kyle, who ranches with somewhat hopeful that there would be green
me, and I were sure it could
not be as bad as it sounded. At first, we couldn’t get into the
We had close to 400 cows, range and were frantic as it was
most of them calving or
close to calving in our completely locked down
mountain range, ready to because of safety. We
gather and bring home in
knew cattle were dying.
early October. They were
the heart of the herd. Old
cows, problems, bought cows and first-calf
heifers stayed in the valley. Only the good
cows that knew the land were there. That first
day, we had no access and were relying on
spotty reporting posted to local news or social
media. My daughter Kate, a veterinarian who
practices about four hours away, said, “I’m
on the way.” My youngest son, Rob (named
for his grandfather), a soldier stationed in
Louisiana, said, “I have a lot of leave and I’m
and water to
on a plane tomorrow.” All three have been
mitigate the
unbelievable and we have all needed each
disaster.
other to navigate this heartbreak.
Everything is
At first, we couldn’t get into the range and completely gone and we see dead cows as we
were frantic as it was completely locked down start down the hill. Everywhere. This is our
because of safety. We knew cattle were dying first step in what will be an impossible week.
as we waited. I received a call from a Pennsyl- We go home hoping against hope that we have
vania number and answered before thinking. seen the worst. Little did we realize that it was
A wonderfully nice man from the Forest Ser- just the beginning and it could get worse.
vice was calling to tell me about the fire since I
It is 3:30 in the morning now and time to
had a cattle allotment in the Bear Fire area. I start this nightmare again. To find the courage
had to help him find it on the map! Frustrat- to throw some things in the truck, run with
ing. And he knew less than me. Later I got a the kids to check and feed the survivors, and
call from San Bernardino, 500 miles south, hit repeat. I dread it but know we must. And I
another fire resource officer from the Forest work to be optimistic because that is who I
Service. I asked about access. “Well,” he said, am. Not easy.
“maybe next week and only if we provide an
As we make a plan and split up to run
escort. We have to make it safe first.” He, too, four-wheelers up and down logging roads
had no idea where the allotment was or the hunting life and death, I think how lucky I
challenge that I faced. All the cattle would be am. So many people have offered to help. I
dead if I waited a week. I politely told him I am grateful but it is tough to explain how
would figure out an alternative—through pri- challenging it is to gather in almost 90,000
vate timberland and common sense!
acres of incredibly difficult terrain—and
I called our county sheriff who has been a that’s on a flat map! Each canyon and ridge is
great friend of the cattle community. I had to dotted with logging spur roads that could be
wait one day, but he provided two sergeants to choked with down and burning trees. Much
navigate the roadblocks until I was in the of it is unrecognizable, even to me. Only those
range. Was it dangerous? Yes. Were animals with deep, local knowledge of these moundying? Absolutely. Local solutions are always tains can help. Fortunately, my family, the

Carter boys (Devin and Doyle), Brian
Jones—all friends of my kids, and now
friends of mine—plus my best friend, Sean
Earley, all stepped up. They know the mountains well and have helped us for years. They
just showed up and said: “We’re here. We’re
going. What can we do?” So, we strap chain
saws and some alfalfa on four-wheelers and
set out hoping against hope to find something alive.
We split up and my crew takes the Lava
Top and Ross Creek drainage, while the other
half goes towards Twin Bridges and Fall River.
It is eerie, and as Rob said, “There is no sound
in the forest, just death.” We are learning.

When we traditionally gathered cows, they
were always towards the ridgetop in the
morning and down by water in the afternoon. Now we find nothing high up, except
the occasional dead cow that wasn’t fast
enough. We just hunt for the deep holes
where there was a chance for water and life.
You learn as you ride through the apocalyptic murk. Rob’s head goes up and I catch
the scent at the same time. The scent of death
and charred flesh mingled with the acrid
smoke that burns your eyes. You begin looking in the draws hoping it is not cattle. It
always is. Eight cows and three baby calves in
a pile at the bottom of a ravine, rushing in terror to escape. A sight you won’t soon forget.
But today when we meet up, Kyle and
Kate have great news. They found 16 head at
our Twin Bridges corral! The largest group to
date. I had baited it with alfalfa last night and
there were cattle standing in the little corral of
temporary panels. Remarkable. Two of them
are heifers that I gave Kyle and Jordan (my
daughter in-law and Juni’s mom) for their
wedding. Kyle branded them with my dad’s
original brand just to keep them straight.
Someone in our crew said Dad gathered them
for us so we wouldn’t miss them. Maybe he
did. My dad was a cow whisperer who has
been gone over four years, after roaming the
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mountains for almost 90. Maybe he is still
helping lead us and the cattle home. I turn
away as I feel emotion begin to rise. Again.
For some reason, I am more emotional when
I find the live cattle than those that died. I
don’t know why. Maybe thinking what they
went through and I wasn’t there to help. And,
more frightening, death has become more
expected than life.
I completely dread taking my mom to see
this tragedy. She will be 90 in less than a
month and still loves the mountains and
gathering cows. She is tough but this could
break anyone. She worked these mountains
with my dad from 1948 when she was 18, he
was 21, and they had just married. She told
me in later years that she had always loved the
outdoors but really was “sort of afraid of
cows” since she had not ever been around
them. She never told Dad though, and
learned to be one of the best trackers and
gatherers the mountains have ever seen,
knowing every plant, tree and road.
You can learn more from old people.
They may not use PowerPoint or Zoom. They
may not be elegant in politics, but they have
life experience. We are quickly losing that vital
perspective from the land before we have

allowed them to teach us. Far more valuable
than a visiting scholar or great consultant.
Local knowledge and observation. I wish we
would listen.
I am again angry at everyone and no one.
Why did this happen? I am absolutely tired of
politicians and politics, from both the left and
the right. Shut up. You use tragedies to fuel
agendas and raise money to feed egos. I am
sick of it. And it plays out on social media and
cable news with distorted and half-truths. On
both sides. Washington, D.C., is 3,000 miles
away and is filled with lobbyists, consultants
and regulators who wouldn’t know a sugar
pine from a fir. Sacramento is 100 miles south
and feels even more distant than D.C. And to
the regulators who write the Code of Federal
Regulations, the policies and procedures and
then debate the placement of a comma, you
mean well, I know. And I am sure you are
good people. But you are useless when it
comes to doing things to help the land. And
the “nonprofits” (yeah, right), lawyers and
academics, this is all too often a game for you
to successfully navigate your own institution.
“How do I get a grant to study something that
if I looked closely, generations before already
knew?” Nothing happens on the ground to

make change. I do understand that most folks
truly care and start with the best intentions.
For those of you on the right who want to
blame the left and California, these are
national forestlands that are “managed” by
the feds. They have failed miserably over the
past 50 years. Smokey Bear was the cruelest
joke ever played on the western landscape, a
decades long campaign to prevent forest fires
has resulted in megafires of a scope we’ve
never seen. Thanks, Smokey.
The U.S. Forest Service is constantly
threatened with litigation from extremists
who don’t want anyone to “use” the forest. It is
to be “preserved.” Great job in helping to get us
where we are. And I feel bad for Forest Service
personnel. Most of them are great people who
work there because they love the land like I do.
But they are chained to desks to write reports
and follow edicts handed down from those
who don’t know. One-size-fits-all regulations
are not a solution in diverse ecosystems. And,
the Forest Service budget is consumed by fire
suppression and litigation. What funds are left
to actually work on the land?
And for those of you on the left who want
to blame it all on climate change, the regulations at the state and federal level have crip-

The crew, after they were finally allowed into the forest to try and save the cattle, from left to right: Sean Earley, Doyle Carter, Devin Carter, Kyle Daley
(rancher), Rob Daley (soldier), Dave Daley (rancher and academic), Kate Daley (veterinarian) and Brian Jones. The Daleys lost two-thirds of their cows
and calves and miraculously saved a few. They euthanized too many. OPPOSITE: Baby grizzly lost between the past and the future. Where is its mother?
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pled—no, stopped—any progress towards
changing the unmitigated disasters facing our
landscapes. I wonder how many of you have
walked the canyons or ridges or seen the
wildlife and beauty at a secret stream?
Politicians stage drive-by photo ops to
raise money at the fringe. None of us really
like you. We just are forced to deal with you.
Of course, there are many exceptions and you
know who you are. I hate to visit an office to
discuss issues when the legislator is far more
interested in talking than listening. It seems
that nobody can be a centrist and make sense
and win. There is plenty of blame to go
around on both sides of the aisle.
And just maybe it’s both—horrible forest
management and climate change. Don’t you
think months of massive smoke covering the
West may impact the climate, especially
added to our other pollutants? Does it matter
which came first? Why not invest in solutions
rather than using sound bites to gin up the
base? And locally, we know the solutions. And
those investments should be locally conceived
and locally driven.
I grew up hearing the stories from my dad
and granddad of the “last man out” lighting
the forest floor to burn the low undergrowth.
Their generations knew to reduce the ladder
fuels that spread the fire to the canopy, to
open it up for the wildlife. It was a pact
between our friends the Native Americans,
who had managed it this way for 13,000 years,
the loggers, miners and ranchers. They knew
ecology and botany and wildlife. They
worked together because they loved and knew
the land.
It was the early 1960s and snow was
already on the ground in December on our
foothill ranch. I would have been about four
and holding my grandfather’s hand as he lit
some piles of brush on fire to open the landscape. It was the practice he had learned
from generations before. And the CDF (now
Cal Fire) crew showed up, put out the fire,
and lectured him for burning. My granddad
was the kindest, gentlest and funniest man I
have ever known. And he was mad. It was
the beginning of the end for our forest
home. And it has proceeded at an unprecedented rate.
I am angry. Try a controlled burn in the
winter now and watch someone cite you
because it is not an approved “burn day,” you
had the wrong permit and approval and you
might impact air quality. It is beyond moronic. How is the choking air quality that has
blanketed the West this past month, when
people can’t go outside without a mask, a bet-

ter alternative? Are you kidding me? Bureaucrats and well-intentioned regulators who
don’t know they don’t know have tied our
hands, and the blame is shared at both the
state and federal levels.
Lest you think I am a complete rube, I
earned my Ph.D. in animal science 35 years
ago at Colorado State. I loved teaching and
ranching—so I did both. But I am a cattleman at heart. And I have been involved in

I think it is as simple
as not seeing the forest
for the trees.

industry activities for many years, serving as
past president of the California Cattlemen’s
Association, current chair of the California
Cattle Council, chair of the Forest Service
committee for the Public Lands Council and
chair of Federal Lands for the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association. I have walked the
halls of Congress, met with legislators in both
Sacramento and D.C. and I am willing to
advocate for the cattle community to anyone
who will listen. I have dined with legislators in
D.C., Chicago and Sacramento at wonderful
restaurants noted for fine dining. The company, food and conversation were enjoyable.
And I have had bologna sandwiches and beer
in the mountains with ranchers and loggers.
Somehow, the air seemed cleaner and the
food was better with the latter. Something
about straightforward honesty and hard work
is appealing.
I invite any legislator or regulator, state or
federal, to come with me to this devastation.
Leave your photographer behind, put on
boots and let’s go. I will buy the bologna. We
have created tragedy after tragedy across the

West and we need solutions.
Look at the megafires California has experienced in recent years. If you study them
closely, almost all of them start on state or
federally owned land. Fifty percent of California is owned by the feds or state, land that has
unmanaged fuel loads because of the restrictions to do anything on the land. Right now,
the only buffer to these disasters is private,
well-managed, grazed landscapes. They may
still burn, but the fires are not as catastrophic
and can be controlled. Butte County alone
has recently had the Camp Fire which
destroyed the town of Paradise, population
20,000, where almost 100 people died. And
now the Bear Fire where Berry Creek, a small
community of about 1,000 residents, had at
least 14 deaths, an even higher percentage.
Our segmented view of the landscape
has led us to an awful place. As a rancher on
the forest, I am required, in the name of
ecosystem health, to monitor meadow utilization, browse of willows and streambank
alteration. Fine. I comply. If I hit 41 percent
meadow utilization I can get a letter of noncompliance since 40 percent is considered
the maximum. The Bear Fire did not leave
60 percent of the meadow! Will I get a letter
of noncompliance? I think it is as simple as
not seeing the forest for the trees.
It is not the Forest Service range conservationist’s fault that I have to monitor these
three factors. It is the guidelines they were
handed. But they are arbitrary and ineffective
measures to “protect” the environment and of
no use against decades of unmitigated fuel
growth. Can anybody look up and see the
meadows and water disappearing? Is the
health of the meadow crippled by unchecked
understory growth that sucks the water out
and allows invasion of conifers? It is easier to
blame the cow. Look up. Watch nature. She
will talk to you....
Again, the forest for the trees. And in my
academic life, it was the norm. I worked with
wonderful faculty, staff and students who
were committed to research and teaching.
However, we rarely looked at the big picture
because we were encouraged to publish in
our disciplines without seeking out how our
work connected with others or how our small
piece was part of a larger solution. That
“siloed” thinking plagues most bureaucracies
and agencies. We only know what we know.
And in most disciplines in the academy, most
faculty are now several generations removed
from a direct connection with the land.
Listen to the generations before. Megafires
are a recent product of lack of use of fire, less
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grazing and overregulation. And if you look
at recent history, almost every megafire that I
can recall has started on government lands.
Mismanagement. And those catastrophic fires
contribute to climate change. Yet the guidelines followed by the feds on national forest
and the state on state parklands are “one size
fits all.” It is beyond dumb. And no one’s fault.
And everyone’s fault. Listen to the forest. Listen to the locals.
The fire in Santa Rosa in 2018 was estimated to produce more CO2 and pollutants
in one week than all of the cars in California
in one year. We have already had six of the
largest 20 fires in California history in 2020.
The Bear Fire has eclipsed 250,000 acres and
is still burning. To me this is very personal,
but this is a much bigger problem than just
my family having our cattle killed.
I get frustrated with experts and consultants who drive by and “know just what to
do.” For 35 years I have attended conferences,

We won’t quit.
We need to get tougher
and stronger.

given presentations and listened. What I have
learned is solutions are local and specific.
What happens in one watershed in Plumas or
Butte County may be entirely different in the
Lassen National Forest just next door. But
experts of all kinds are glad to tell you how to
do it. “Let’s prescribe graze, use virtual fences,
change your timing, change your genetics.”
Prescribe graze the forest and canyons? Yeah,
right. They don’t know what they don’t know
but they will take the honorarium anyway
and have a great dinner on your dime. Another game where the people who live here and
the land rarely benefit.
I have traveled and given presentations
nationally and internationally for decades as
the odd “academic cowman.” I learned quickly
that it is insulting to make suggestions if you
don’t know the land, the people and the cul42 • RANGE MAGAZINE • WINTER 2020-2021

ture. I love these canned “you should do this
and this” PowerPoint talks. It is frustrating. My
approach has always been, “This is what I do
and why—it may not fit here so don’t force it.”
I loved those trips not because of what I
taught, but of what I learned from the locals.
Cattle, like the wildlife, follow the season
in this wildland we love. They start at low elevation in June and work east and higher until
early October. As leaves begin to change, they
start west and down. How and why would
you fence this land? Again, an expert from
afar who wrote a text or did it in a different
ecosystem thought it was a great idea. It is
exhausting.
Yesterday was day four of the recovery
effort. I now understand what first responders
mean when they say, “rescue to recovery.” I
hold out little hope for live cattle. We have to
get to Hartman Bar ridge between the middle
and south branches of the Feather River. It is
the furthest north, most breathtaking and the
hardest to access. One road in and one
road out, choked with downed and
sometimes burning trees. We see a burnt
bear cub trying to climb a tree, two miles
further a mature bear, burnt but staying
in the water trying to ease the pain. We
give them a chance because they made it
this far. We don’t euthanize even though
our brains say we should. Our hearts say
let them try.
We have about six miles of road to
make passable to get stock trailers
through, but we make short work of it.
Sometimes you can travel a quarter mile
and sometimes a hundred feet. But
chain saws and strong hands get us
there. I have passed several streams today
and tried to wade across one looking for
cattle. It strikes me as strange. All the creeks
have close to double the flow of last week. I
see some springs running that haven’t been
active for years. And it hits me. We have
released the water that the brush was sucking
from the land. The Native Americans were
right again. Observe. Let nature talk.
We pulled up the grade to Hartman and
Whiskey Hill, and there were cattle tracks in
the burn! Lots of them. I couldn’t believe it.
The fire roared up out of the Middle Fork so
quickly I expected nothing to be alive. I had
myself prepared. But we found cattle and
some in pretty good shape. It was slow going.
Incredibly steep and rugged with lost, hungry
cattle. In one pocket we picked up 14 head
with nary a scratch. Two old cows (12-plus
years, which is old for a cow) and a bunch of
young stock. Those old ladies knew where to

hide! Wisdom from days gone by.
After a long day, we had 32 alive and
loaded. Some may not make it but we had to
bring them home to give them a chance. They
made it this far. More jarring, though, was to
walk down the drainage by the old Mountain
House Ridge corral and find 26 dead, spread
from top to bottom. That fetid smell of death
permeated the walk I used to love.
Even with the dead cattle on Hartman
Ridge that we found, why did we find over
half alive here and nowhere else? If anything, I
assumed this steep ridge gave them no chance
at all. And I realized that there had been a
much smaller fire here about five years ago.
The country was more open and the fire
moved quickly. Less fuel and more things
lived. Trees, wildlife, and cows.
I observed the same phenomenon in the
remnants of the town of Feather Falls, where
only a school and cemetery remain. The
school had over 80 students less than 50 years
ago, until the lumber mill closed and the village died. The school was destroyed by fire.
The cemetery, however, still stands with green
stately pines respecting the graves of mostly
Native American veterans with flags at each
grave. The cemetery was maintained free of
deadfall and litter by family members. All the
trees lived.
Day Five Begins
We move as fast as we can, opening roads with
saws and running four-wheelers down every
logging spur. We hope against hope for cow
tracks but there are none. Hartman Ridge is
about 10 miles long with the only narrow
paved Forest Service road in the entire mountains. Nothing new but the cow tracks from
those we found yesterday. Nothing at Socrates
Spring, Harry Waite’s, the Lower Reservoir,
DeJonah, Sheep Tank Meadow, Stag Point,
Steward Ravine—and 100 more name places
that are being lost. Nothing.
Up by Tamarack Flat, I run into five pickups belonging to timber reps from Sierra
Pacific, the private landholder who we lease
from and who has private property throughout our range. I am walking the logging road
looking and listening, as I had run out of gas
a mile or so ago. Too much country to cover!
They were no doubt shocked to see me in
that desolation striding down the road, covered in ash from head to foot. I know most of
them. Foresters by trade who, like me, love
the land. “It is all gone,” they say. Almost. I tell
them I can show them a few pockets where
trees survived. But very few. We are sad and
angry together.
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By the end of a grueling day, we have
seven head loaded. Five of them are cattle we
had seen before and were just able to get
portable panels to and load, three of which
are badly burned and will get a chance for
feed and water before they will most likely die
or need to be euthanized. We know of three
more live cattle that we have seen and not
loaded. That may be it. Over 100 brought
home, so far, but I will be surprised if 80 live.
Many of those that live will have lost their
baby calves to fire. There are no words. Twenty percent of the herd we drove to the mountains on June 1. Maybe.
Our crew will be smaller today. Rob flies
back to his duty station in the Army. Kate is
back working as a veterinarian. They leave
with overwhelming sadness, saying, “We will
help any way we can.” Most of the rest of our
crew have to get back to their jobs, but “are a
phone call away with a stock trailer” if we find
something to load beyond the two trailers we
will haul ourselves. I doubt we will. Kyle and I
will start the search, compulsively walking
creeks and canyons that we have already
searched, hoping something straggles in
behind. You never know and you can’t quit.
That is not who we are.
And now we go on. What will happen?
This is devastating emotionally and financially.
And I am not sure of the next steps. I do know
this: We must change our land management
practices if we expect the West to survive. It is
best done locally, not from D.C. or Sacramento, but I have tilted at windmills before.
We won’t quit. We need to get tougher
and stronger. We never have quit for 140 years
and I won’t be the first. Suffer the bureaucratic maze and try to make incremental change.
And, as always, work with nature. I have to.
Juni Daley, and the next generation, needs to
see the mountains the same way we have seen
them forever, to have hot chocolate on a cold
fall morning and gather cows. It can’t be just
stories from her granddad.
We found an orphan heifer calf today,
about two weeks old. Her mother didn’t make
it. Kyle stumbled on her hiding in one of the
few living willow patches along a stream. He
followed her for over an hour straight up
from the bottom of a canyon. We caught her
and she is now on a bottle getting milk replacer. That rescue was good for my heart. My
granddaughter Juni’s first heifer I decide!
They can grow up together.
We saw life at Fall River today. Green grass
trying to sprout at a spring. Life is resilient. So
are we. Next year. And the next 100. n

ABOVE LEFT: The way it was turning Daley cows out on May 31, 2020. ABOVE RIGHT: The way it was
on September 11, on the same ridge. Kate Daley says: “That was one of the largest groups of live cattle
we found in three weeks of searching.” OPPOSITE: Kyle Daley feels the pain of senseless loss.

Postscript
It is day 12 and we still are at the same pace
because we have no choice. We are finding
one or two per day that have lived so it is difficult to stop, but that is dwindling so we have
to shift our focus to those that lived. It is hard
to do. We have put 1,200 miles on the fourwheelers on old logging roads and skid trails
in the last few days. I quit counting the number of tires we have ruined and how much
chain-saw work we are doing. Unfortunately,
today we had to begin euthanizing some of
the cattle that we brought home. But they
were home, fed and watered.
The fire is still not contained and takes
runs depending on the wind. I am not sure
what next year will bring.
Postscript #2, to all, Sept. 21, 9:32 p.m.
Thanks for your thoughtful words and
prayers and many, many offers to help; texts,
emails, calls and posts, from people I know
and people I have never met. From Canada,
New Jersey, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Florida,
and the list goes on...and many old friends
from Australia. The Australians know what a

“bushfire” can do! The outpouring of support means so much to our family. Thank
you. So many offers of hay, feed and “anything we can do at all.” Very kind and moving. But please save those donations for
people who lost their homes and loved ones.
We appreciate it but it is our responsibility.
Like most ranchers I know, we will figure this
out ourselves because it is our pact with the
land and the livestock. The most important
thing you can do is to use this tragedy to
affect change. If we don’t push for change, it
will be for naught. Please share the story.
Work to make a difference. That is the greatest contribution you can make.
And, I always try and find a little humor
in whatever I do—so for all of the generous
offers of hay, when you lose 400 pair, you
need less of it! Take care.—Dave
Note From Kate: Be kind, everyone. This has
been the worst two weeks of our lives. We are
doing the best we can for our cows and of
course we are not letting animals suffer.
Thank you.—Kate
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